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- Ascent Deep Tech Accelerator
- ASSETT Innovation Incubator
- Catalyze CU

Events \& Workshops
- Boulder Startup Week
- Denver Startup Week
- Fckup Nights Denver
- Ignite Boulder & Denver
- Longmont Startup Week
- NREL Industry Outreach Forum
- TEDx Boulder & Mile High

Student Clubs
- CESR Fellows
- CU Advertising Club
- Design for America
- Engineers Without Borders
- Entrepreneural Solutions
- Innovation Action Team
- Leeds Consulting Group
- Leeds Entrepreneurs and Partners (LEAP)

Funding
- 1000 Credits
- Buff Venture Fund
- Campus Founders Fund

Centers \& Institutes
- ATLAS Institute
- BioFrontiers
- Cooperative Institute for Research in Environmental Sciences (CIRES)
- CU Environmental Center
- Deming Center for Entrepreneurship
- Entrepreneurship Center for Music
- INSTAAR
- JILA

Commercialization
- Venture Partners at CU Boulder
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- College of Music
- Colorado Law
- College of Engineering \& Applied Science
- Global Seminars
- Leeds School of Business
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- U.S. Geological Survey
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Academic Programs

BS + Minor in Creative Technology and Design
Prepares students for careers in creative technology and design by blending the arts and sciences.

design.colorado.edu

MS in Experiential Entrepreneurship
Empowers students to be agents of change by integrating entrepreneurship into their academic and professional lives.

design.colorado.edu/masters/experience

MA in Strategic Communication Design (STCDM)
Transforming professionals into leaders who will lead us forward as leaders by leveraging the power of design to solve problems.

design.colorado.edu/masters/design-communication


open.colorado.edu/music/innovation/entrepreneurship

Centers & Institutes

ATLAS Institute: An interdisciplinary institute for radical creativity and invention.

radical-colorado.edu

BioFrontiers Institute: Accelerates transformative research in life sciences.

biofrontiers.colorado.edu

Institute for Global Environmental Security (IGES): Partners with IGES to develop innovative solutions to global environmental challenges.

iges.colorado.edu

Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research (INSTAAR): A cross-campus research institute that explores the role of the planet.

instaar.colorado.edu

Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics (LASP): The world's only research laboratory dedicated to understanding Earth's environment.

lasp.colorado.edu

Mortenson Center for Global Engineering: A home base for individuals, startups and small businesses.

mortensoncenter.colorado.edu

The Studio: A home base for individuals, startups and small businesses.

thestudio.colorado.edu

Exponential Impact: An accelerator for tech startups.

colouradoex.com

FitOutputs: A community for health designers.

fitoutputs.com

Fitzsimmons Community: Unwielded opportunities to life science research and development of new treatments.

fitzsimmons.colorado.edu

Founders Institute: World's premier idea-stage accelerator.

founders.com

Immunique: Supports entrepreneurs building high-growth companies in life science, health IT, software and hardware.

immunique.com

IonSpace: A startup community for space pioneers.

ionspace.com

Silicon Flatirons Center for Law, Technology and Entrepreneurship: Propelling the future of technology and innovation.

colorado.edu/law/entrepreneurship

Commercialization

Business Accelerators: Building the pipeline of diversity and inclusion.

business.colorado.edu/accelerator

Northwestern Food Incubator: Supports startups in the food and beverage industry.

northwesterncolorado.org/food-incubator

Traxion: Brings local governments, corporations, educational institutions and individuals together.

colouradotraxion.com

Techstars Boulder: Welcomes savvy entrepreneurs and product innovators.

techstars.colorado.edu/programs/boulder

Venture Partners at CU Boulder: Translates groundbreaking research into new solutions, business and partnerships that address the world’s greatest challenges.

colorado.edu/ventures